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While most research on stopping action examines how an initiated response is stopped when a signal occurs (i.e., reactively), everyday life
also calls for a mechanism to prepare to stop a particular response tendency (i.e., proactively and selectively). We hypothesized that
human subjects can prepare to stop a particular response by proactively suppressing that response representation in the brain. We tested
this by using single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation and concurrent electromyography. This allowed us to interrogate the
corticomotor excitability of specific response representations even before action ensued. We found that the motor evoked potential of the
effector that might need to be stopped in the future was significantly reduced compared with when that effector was at rest. Further, this
neural index of proactive and selective suppression predicted the subsequent selectivity with which the behavioral response was stopped.
These results go further than earlier reports of reduced motor excitability when responses are stopped. They show that the control can be
applied in advance (proactively) and also targeted at a particular response channel (selectively). This provides novel evidence for an active
mechanism of suppression in the brain that is setup according to the subject’s goals and even before action ensues.

Introduction
The ability to stop a response is important in everyday life. Much
research has investigated this using experimental paradigms, such as
go/no-go and stop-signal tasks (Verbruggen and Logan, 2009).
However, these paradigms are limited by the fact that stopping is
externally signaled (reactive) and also may have general effects over
the motor system (global) (Hoshiyama et al., 1997; Sohn et al., 2002;
Coxon et al., 2006, 2007; Badry et al., 2009). Yet, real life also requires
one to stop a specific response (i.e., selectively). This can be exam-
ined with the cued selective stopping task (Fig. 1a) (Aron and Ver-
bruggen, 2008; Claffey et al., 2010). Each trial begins with a cue such
as “Maybe Stop Right” (MSR) or “Maybe Stop Left” (MSL), in-
structing the subject to prepare to stop a particular hand. This is
followed by a go signal, requiring simultaneous bimanual responses.
Occasionally, a subsequent stop signal occurs, requiring the subject
to stop one response and to continue with the other. Behaviorally,
the selectivity of stopping can be measured by the size of the delay of
the continuing hand on a stop trial relative to moving that hand on a
no signal (go) trial. A key enabler of such behaviorally selective stop-
ping is that one has a goal in mind of which response(s) to stop, i.e.,
proactive control.

Here we consider two possible models underlying proactive
control. The suppression model assumes there is proactive sup-
pression of the response representation that might need to be

stopped. The facilitation model assumes there is proactive facili-
tation of the response representation that will not need to be
stopped. The difference between these models relates to an im-
portant debate in cognitive control research. Is stopping action
achieved via active suppression or is it achieved via withdrawal of
facilitation or facilitation of alternatives? (MacLeod et al., 2003;
Nieuwenhuis and Yeung, 2005; Aron, 2007; Cepeda and Mu-
nakata, 2007; Curtis and D’Esposito, 2008). Consistent with the
suppression model, studies with transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (TMS) have shown reduced corticomotor excitability when
a response is stopped (Hoshiyama et al., 1997; Sohn et al., 2002;
Coxon et al., 2006; Claffey et al., 2010). However apart from the
study by Claffey et al. (2010) those studies examined reactive
rather than proactive control. Thus it is possible that the reduced
excitability related to a withdrawal of facilitation rather than ac-
tive suppression. The study by Claffey et al. (2010) examined
proactive control but it did not include an appropriate baseline to
distinguish between suppression and facilitation models.

Here we used TMS to examine proactive control and to com-
pare suppression and facilitation models. On each trial, shortly
following the cue, we delivered a TMS stimulus to the left primary
motor cortex and recorded the motor evoked potential (MEP)
from the right hand (Fig. 1b). To verify the suppression model,
we included a “Null” cue baseline condition, which required no
response (cf. Hoshiyama et al., 1997).

The suppression and facilitation models make different pre-
dictions about corticomotor excitability immediately following
the cues. If there is suppression then, when the cue is MSR, the
MEP for the right hand should be reduced compared with null
(Fig. 1c). In contrast, if there is facilitation then, when the cue is
MSR, the MEP for the right hand should not be different com-
pared with null; instead when the cue is MSL the MEP for the
right hand should be increased compared with null (Fig. 1d).
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Materials and Methods
Subjects. Sixteen subjects (10 female, all right
handed, 18 –24 years) provided consent at the
University of California at San Diego and
passed TMS safety screening.

Apparatus, task, and procedure. Subjects sat
50 cm in front of a 19-inch monitor with hands
on a four-keypad response device (2 vertical
and 2 horizontal keypads). Each trial began
with a cue, “Maybe Stop Left” (MSL), “Maybe
Stop Right” (MSR) “No Stop” or “Null” with
equal likelihood, written in white text on a
black background. The MSL or MSR cues in-
structed subjects to prepare to stop the left or
right hand, respectively. The no stop cue in-
structed subjects to prepare to respond to the
go signal (no stop signals presented). The null
cue instructed subjects to rest. The cue was pre-
sented for 500 ms, after which the screen
turned black for 1.5 s. On trials with MSL, MSR
or no stop cues, four circles were presented in a
horizontal row, each 2.3° visual angle in diam-
eter. The two inner circles were separated by
4.6° and each inner was separated from the
outer ones by 1.2°. The four circles corre-
sponded to left little and index and right index
and little fingers. On go trials, either two inner
or outer circles were filled blue (go signal),
while the others were filled white. Subjects
made quick bimanual responses simultaneously
to the two blue circles within a 1 s response win-
dow using the corresponding fingers. The index
fingers were moved inward to press vertical keys
(optimal for EMG) and little fingers were pressed
downward. To prevent subjects from delaying the cued hand, the text “de-
coupled” was presented after responses for which the difference in reaction
time (RT) for the two hands was �70 ms.

Occasionally (33%), a red “X” (stop signal) was presented shortly after
the go signal between the two inner circles (probe trials). The delay
between the go and stop signal is called the stop-signal delay (SSD). The
SSD was adjusted dynamically: decreasing by 50 ms for a failed stop and
increasing by 50 ms for a successful stop. When a stop signal occurred,
subjects tried to withhold the response on the cued hand (e.g., right hand
for “Maybe Stop Right”) and to continue the response on the non-cued
hand (e.g., left hand for “Maybe Stop Right”).

There were 6 blocks of 80 trials. Each block contained 20 trials for
MSL, MSR, no stop, and null cues. Cues were randomly intermixed
within each block. Go trials and probe trials were pseudo-randomly
mixed and there were no more than 2 consecutive probe trials. A single-
pulse TMS stimulus was delivered at either 800, 500, or 200 ms before the
go signal, or in the intertrial interval (ITI) (250 ms before the cue). In a
total of 480 trials, there were 48 TMS stimuli in the ITI (equiprobably for
each of four conditions). If there was a TMS stimulus in the ITI, then
there was none after the cue for the trial. Overall, for each of the four
conditions, there were 108 TMS stimuli after the cue for the trial. For the
MSL and MSR conditions, 72 stimuli occurred on go trials and 36 on
probe trials. The ITI varied from 2 to 3 s. We realized that the no stop
condition is effectively redundant in addressing the suppression versus
facilitation models, so it is dropped from the analysis.

EMG recordings. Surface EMGs were recorded from the first dorsal
interosseous of the right hand using a method and equipment identical to
those described by Claffey et al. (2010).

TMS. TMS was delivered using a MagStim 200 –2 system (MagStim)
and a 70 mm figure-of-eight coil. The coil was placed 5 cm lateral and 2
cm anterior to the vertex and repositioned while delivering a TMS stim-
ulus to locate the position where the largest MEPs were observed consis-
tently. Next, the maximum MEP size was determined by increasing
stimulus intensity in 3% increments until the MEP amplitude no longer

increased. Finally, the TMS stimulus intensity was adjusted to produce an
MEP that was approximately half of the maximum MEP amplitude while
the subject was performing the task in a practice session. This was the
intensity used during the experiment proper (54 � 10% maximum stim-
ulator output on average, which was �112% of resting motor threshold:
48 � 9%).

Behavioral analysis. For “Maybe Stop Left” and “Maybe Stop Right”
cues separately, we calculated several indices (Table 1) (Aron and Ver-
bruggen, 2008): go cue RT, RT of the cued response on go trials; go
alternative RT, RT of the alternative response on go trials; go cue lead, go
cue RT minus go alternative RT; decouple rate, proportion of go trials
where the difference between go cue RT and go alternative RT is �70 ms;
probe accuracy, proportion of probe trials where subjects stopped the
cued response and continued the other; probe fail rate, proportion of
probe trials where subjects failed to stop the cued response; direction
errors, proportion of probe trials with wrong response stopped; probe
alternative RT, RT of the alternative response on correct probe trials;
stopping interference effect, probe alternative RT minus go alternative
RT; SSRT, stop-signal RT (go cue RT minus SSD).

TMS analysis. MEPs were identified from the EMG using custom Mat-
lab software (MathWorks). MEP sweeps began 200 ms before the TMS
stimulus. Trials were excluded if the root mean square EMG in the 100
ms before the TMS stimulus was �10 �V. The top and bottom 10% of
MEPs in each cue condition and the ITI were trimmed. Mean MEP
amplitude was calculated for cue condition, ITI, and TMS stimulus time
for each subject.

To examine whether the muscle of interest was “at rest” before TMS
stimulation, we calculated root mean square EMG activity in the 100 ms
before the TMS stimulus for each condition.

Results
Behavior
Averaging over both MSR and MSL conditions, go RT was 0.576
s, SSRT was 0.297 s, and the stopping interference effect was 0.180
s. The subjects were clearly using the MSR and MSL cues effec-

Figure 1. a, The selective stopping paradigm. Trials are shown for MSR and null conditions. A cue was followed by a delay and
then the go signal—a row of four circles. If the two outer circles were blue, two responses were simultaneously initiated with little
fingers of each hand; if the inner circles were blue, then index fingers were used. On probe trials a red “X” occurred soon after the
go signal, requiring stopping of one response and continuing the other. On null trials the subject rested. b, A single TMS stimulus
was delivered over left primary motor cortex. MEPs were recorded from the right hand. c, Hypothetical MEP results for the
suppression and facilitation models.
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tively as the number of trials on which they stopped the incorrect
response was only �3.2%. Importantly, behavioral values for the
MSR and MSL conditions were highly similar, with no significant
differences (Table 1). This allows a clear-cut comparison between
the suppression and facilitation models using the MEP data. We
note that there was no significant interaction between cue (MSL
vs MSR) and hand (go cue vs go alternative), even when de-
coupled trials were included (p � 0.1).

TMS
The suppression model predicts smaller MEPs for MSR than null
(Fig. 1c). The facilitation model does not—it instead predicts that
MEPs for MSL are greater than null.

We tested the suppression model using ANOVA with two cues
(MSR and null) and three time points (800, 500, and 200 ms
before go signal). There was a significant interaction, F(2,30) �
6.11, p � 0.006 (Fig. 2a), and main effect of time point, F(2,30) �
3.65, p � 0.038, but no significant main effect of cue (p � 0.11)
(Fig. 2a). Subsequent t tests showed that MEPs for MSR were

significantly smaller than null at 500 ms, t(15) � 3.73, p � 0.002
(significant after Bonferroni correction for three tests, i.e., p �
0.0167), but not at 200 ms, t(15) � 2.06, p � 0.0167 (Fig. 2b), or at
800 ms, t � 1. Notably, there were no differences in pre-TMS
muscle excitability. The EMG in the 100 ms before TMS showed
the right hand was equally at rest for MSR and null conditions
(p � 0.2). Importantly, the corticomotor excitability for null tri-
als was the same as the ITI (p � 0.25). Therefore, the MSR versus
null effect is best characterized as suppression rather than differ-
ential facilitation compared with the ITI baseline.

We tested the facilitation model using ANOVA with two cues
(MSL and null) and three time points (800, 500, and 200 ms
before go signal). There was no interaction of cue (MSL vs null)

and time point and no main effects, all p
values �0.40 (Fig. 2a). Again, the right-
hand muscle was equally at rest for MSL
and null conditions in the 100 ms before
the TMS stimulus (p � 0.2).

These results clearly support the sup-
pression model (Fig. 1c). When the sub-
ject is given a goal to prepare to stop
the right hand, this is done by proac-
tively suppressing the right-hand re-
sponse representations.

If the proactive suppression is func-
tionally important, it should relate to how
well people target a particular tendency at
the behavioral level (i.e., the selectivity of
stopping). For probe trials, we correlated
an MEP index of proactive suppres-
sion (MSR MEP minus mean null MEP)
against a behavioral index of selective
stopping, i.e., the stopping interference
effect. Again, for probe trials, this is the RT
on the continuing hand minus the mean
RT of that hand on go trials for each sub-
ject (Fig. 1a). For trials on which there was
more proactive suppression, stopping was
more selective, p � 0.02 (Fig. 2c). More-
over, this was specific to the hand that
needed to be stopped. A similar analysis of
MEPs from the right hand, but for the
MSL condition, did not show a positive
correlation, p � 0.86 (Fig. 2d). The corre-

lation was significantly stronger for MSR compared with MSL
(p � 0.05). [Note: this analysis is based on pooled trials from all
subjects because there were too few successful stop trials per sub-
ject. This restricts the statistical generalizability of this finding to
the current sample.]

Discussion
On each MSL or MSR trial, subjects used a cue to prepare to stop
a specific hand. TMS was delivered after the cue and MEPs were
recorded from the right hand. There were two main findings.
First, when the cue was MSR, then the right hand MEPs were
reduced compared with the null condition, especially at the 500
ms time point. This clearly matches the prediction of the suppres-
sion model—subjects can engage a proactive and selective mech-
anism to begin to suppress particular response channels in the
brain even before movement ensues. Second, the degree of pro-
active suppression (i.e., the MSR-null difference) predicted the
subsequent selectivity of stopping at the behavioral level (albeit
when pooling trials across subjects). On trials with greater pro-

Figure 2. a, Preparing to stop the right hand (MSR) leads to suppression of right hand excitability beneath baseline (null) even
before the response is initiated (Note: this analysis includes all trials regardless of whether they are subsequently go or stop.) b, The
MEP results match the suppression model in Figure 1c. MEP data are shown for the 500 ms time point alone—see dotted rectangle in a. c,
Relation between neural suppression and behavioral stopping. When preparing to stop the right hand, the MEP suppression of that hand
(MSRminusnull)correlateswiththesubsequentselectivityofstopping(thestoppinginterferenceeffect).d,Whenpreparingtostoptheleft
hand, the MEP suppression of the right hand (MSL minus null) does not correlate with the stopping interference. The observations in c and
dreflectsuccessfulstoptrialsonly,andthesearepooledacrossallsubjects.Thestoppinginterferenceeffect istheprobealternativeRTminus
the mean of the go alternative RT for that subject. The neural measure is the size of the MEP on that trial minus the mean of the MEPs for null
trials at the corresponding time point (800, 500, and 200) for that subject. Error bars show SD; *p � 0.01.

Table 1. Behavioral results

MSL MSR Significance (p)

Go cue RT (seconds) 0.576 (0.080) 0.577 (0.076) 0.915
Go alternative RT (seconds) 0.577 (0.079) 0.572 (0.080) 0.271
Go cue lead (seconds) 0.001 (0.007) �0.005 (0.009) 0.113
Go decouple rate (%) 7.4 (5.3) 8.0 (6.4) 0.523
Probe accuracy (%) 57.8 (7.0) 56.8 (7.1) 0.252
Probe fail rate (%) 36.1 (5.6) 36.8 (6.1) 0.523
Direction errors (%) 3.5 (3.3) 2.8 (4.4) 0.510
Probe alternative RT (seconds) 0.761 (0.159) 0.747 (0.156) 0.257
Stopping interference (seconds) 0.184 (0.119) 0.175 (0.123) 0.437
SSD (seconds) 0.282 (0.058) 0.278 (0.061) 0.513
SSRT (seconds) 0.294 (0.040) 0.299 (0.036) 0.539

Behavioral performance was highly similar regardless of whether the cue was MSL or MSR.
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active neural suppression, the subjects
stopped one hand and continued with the
other with shorter delay. This shows that
the neural suppression in the foreperiod is
functionally important for subsequent
behavior.

The results speak to an important de-
bate about the status of an active mech-
anism of suppression or “inhibitory
control.” While some authors regard in-
hibitory control as a cardinal function of
cognitive control (Diamond, 1990; see
Smith, 1992, for historical background),
others have expressed skepticism (Ma-
cLeod et al., 2003; Nieuwenhuis and
Yeung, 2005; Cepeda and Munakata,
2007; Curtis and D’Esposito, 2008). For
example, the skeptics argue that stopping
can be achieved by the withdrawal of facil-
itation. While several TMS studies have
demonstrated reduced MEPs for no-go or
stop trials (Sohn et al., 2002; Coxon et al.,
2006; Claffey et al., 2010) and even relative
to a rest baseline (Hoshiyama et al., 1997),
those studies examined reactive control, and so it is uncertain
whether the underlying mechanism was active suppression or a
withdrawal of facilitation. A study by Claffey et al. (2010) used a
methodology similar to that used in the current study, finding
reduced MEPs for MSR compared with MSL in the foreperiod,
but did not include a null baseline and could not compare with
the ITI because the trials were blocked. Here we clearly show that
the MEP is reduced from the right hand when subjects prepare to
stop the right hand, and this is relative to the null baseline as well
as the ITI. This is strong evidence for active suppression.

The suppressive effect was temporally specific, occurring at
500 ms but not at 800 ms before the go signal. Since the delay
between the cue and the go signal was fixed, the subjects likely
estimated when the go signal would occur and initiated the pro-
active suppression at that point. Our findings also show specificity at
the motor level. When the cue was MSR, there was suppression of
the right hand, but this was not the case when the cue was MSL.

Importantly, the pattern of data when comparing MSR and
MSL with the null condition argues against alternative explana-
tions for the “suppression” on MSR trials in terms of temporal
preparation (Davranche et al., 2007) or “impulse control”
(Duque et al., 2010) in relation to the upcoming go signal. If the
MEP reduction is merely a result of temporal preparation or
impulse control, there should be an MEP reduction for the MSL,
too, which we did not see. Instead, we argue that the suppression
is the signature of proactive and selective suppression of the re-
sponse representation that may need to be stopped in the future.

In this study, subjects were forced to use information in working
memory to prepare to stop selectively. However, the stopping inter-
ference effect was large, at 180 ms on average. Nevertheless, we think
subjects were mostly stopping in a truly selective manner, rather
than stopping all output and then reinitiating the continuing hand.
First, some subjects had values as small as 70 ms. Second, the probe
method inflates the estimates of the stopping interference effect. On
trials where subjects fail to prepare to stop selectively, they presum-
ably stop all response output and reinitiate the continuing response.
Even a few such trials will substantially increase the stopping inter-
ference effect. Third, the true stopping interference effect is likely to
be considerably less than the estimated value. This is because it is

derived from the mean of the probe alternative RT minus the mean
of the go alternative RT. Yet the probe alternative RT comes from a
distribution of trials on which the other response was stopped,
whereas the go alternative RT comes from the entire distribution.
Fourth, we observed a significant correlation between the neural
suppression effect (MSR-null) and the stopping interference effect.
Thus, there are strong grounds to believe that many subjects were
stopping selectively much of the time.

We speculate that the neural basis of proactive and selective
suppression is a frontostriatal circuit, probably including the dor-
solateral prefrontal cortex and the caudate nucleus. This links
working memory to inhibitory control via the “indirect pathway”
of the basal ganglia. The basis for this idea is as follows. First,
working memory is evidently important for selective stopping
(Aron and Verbruggen, 2008; Claffey et al., 2010) and relies on
dorsolateral sectors (Müller and Knight, 2006; D’Esposito, 2007).
Second, selective stopping is likely achieved via the indirect path-
way of the basal ganglia including the striatum, as this has the
requisite neural specificity to allow targeting of particular re-
sponse tendencies (Mink, 1996). Third, the dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex and striatum are connected via a classic “associative”
loop (Alexander et al., 1990). Thus, we propose that subjects
encode the stopping goal “Maybe Stop Right” into working
memory, which then creates an influence over the relevant re-
sponse channels in the basal ganglia (Fig. 3). This creates a pro-
active and selective inhibitory set that can be triggered when a
stop signal occurs (Aron, 2010). However, there are other candi-
date neural mechanisms for selective suppression. For example,
MEP suppression observed during the foreperiod of a reaction
time task has been related to changes at the spinal level (Prut and
Fetz, 1999; Duque et al., 2010). The present results cannot deter-
mine whether particular response channels are suppressed via the
indirect pathway of the basal ganglia, or, for example, via direct
descending projections to the spinal motor neuron pool from
premotor cortex. Future research is needed to test our frontos-
triatal prediction, for example, by using functional magnetic res-
onance imaging to identify dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and
basal ganglia activation and using disruptive TMS of the dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex to demonstrate necessity.

Figure 3. A schematic model of how proactive and selective suppression is set up and used for behaviorally selective stopping.
In the proactive and selective control stage, the stopping goal “Maybe Stop Right” biases particular response channels (right hand)
without affecting the execution level. In the response initiation stage, the go signal initiates two responses (left and right index
fingers). In the reactive and selective stopping stage, the stop signal triggers the selective suppression mechanism that was set up
previously, thus stopping the right index finger but not the left index finger.
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The current behavioral paradigm could serve as a more eco-
logically valid model for neuropsychiatric disorders. While much
research has modeled failures of urge control in these disorders as
problems with stopping a response reactively (Chambers et al.,
2009), the control failures in such patients are probably more
closely related to weaknesses in setting up the control system than
in stopping a motor response per se. Here we show how working
memory for stopping goals and the ability to stop the correct
response are linked.

In summary, we have shown that when a subject uses a goal to
prepare to stop a particular hand, the corticomotor excitability
measured from that hand is reduced compared with baseline,
even before action ensues. This excitability reduction is better
explained by top-down active suppression of response channels
rather than differential facilitation. Moreover, the degree of pro-
active suppression predicted the subsequent selectivity of behav-
ioral stopping. These results speak to an important debate in
cognitive control research about active mechanisms of suppres-
sion; they make a link between working memory and inhibitory
control; and they motivate new behavioral and physiological par-
adigms for investigating the control of response tendencies in
impulse control disorders.
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